Cells from all three domains of life on Earth utilize motile macromolecular devices that protrude from the cell surface to generate forces that allow them to swim through fluid media. Research carried out on archaea during the past decade or so has led to the recognition that, despite their common function, the motility devices of the three domains display fundamental differences in their properties and ancestry, reflecting a striking example of convergent evolution. Thus, the flagella of bacteria and the archaella of archaea employ rotary filaments that assemble from distinct subunits that do not share a common ancestor and generate torque using energy derived from distinct fuel sources, namely chemiosmotic ion gradients and FlaI motor-catalyzed ATP hydrolysis, respectively. The cilia of eukaryotes, however, assemble via kinesin-2-driven intraflagellar transport and utilize microtubules and ATP-hydrolyzing dynein motors to beat in a variety of waveforms via a sliding filament mechanism. Here, with reference to current structural and mechanistic information about these organelles, we briefly compare the evolutionary origins, assembly and tactic motility of archaella, flagella and cilia.
Introduction
Life on earth comprises three primary domains: the bacteria and archaea (commonly described together as prokaryotes) and the eukaryotes [1, 2] (Figure 1 ). It is well known that many diverse mechanisms of motility are deployed by different types of eukaryotic cells, from the crawling movements of amoebae arising from complex cell shape changes, to the swimming movements of ciliated protozoa or animal spermatozoa driven by motile cilia [3, 4] . We now also appreciate that prokaryotic cells similarly display remarkably diverse forms of motility: cell swimming through fluid media driven by flagella or archaella; swarming, gliding or twitching over cell surfaces; floating via air vesicles; and movement via hijacking of the eukaryotic motility machinery, as seen with parasitic prokaryotes [5] . Here, we focus on the protrusions that mediate cell swimming as well as some ancillary functions. These structures have commonly been referred to as cilia/flagella or undulipodia, but we will refer to them as archaella (for archaea), flagella (for bacterial cells) and cilia (for eukaryotic cells).
Archaella

Functions and Origin of Archaella
The archaea form a diverse group of prokaryotes, underscored by recent discoveries of phyla based on DNA sequencing of non-cultivatable species [6] . The two best-studied phyla are the Euryarchaea, which include halophiles like Halobacterium salinarum (formerly H. halobium) and thermophiles like Pyrococcus, and the Crenarchaea, which include the thermophile Sulfolobus. Our current understanding of the functions, assembly and mechanism of action of the archaella [7] , which are implicated in cell swimming, surface attachment and cell-cell communication, is derived from research carried out during the past decade or so on cultivatable members of these two phyla, so the spread and diversity of archaella within the archaea is presently unclear, but a fascinating picture has nevertheless emerged. While the primary function of archaella (Figure 2 ), just like flagella (Figure 3 ), is to serve as rotating organelles that drive the motility of the cell through a fluid medium and permit tactic movements under the control of chemosensory signaling machinery, these two motility devices are entirely different and do not appear to share a common ancestry, with archaella being related to bacterial pili rather than to flagella. A further surprise is that the chemosensory machinery that controls the rotation of archaella and flagella is composed of homologous molecules (see [8] for a recent review of archaella).
In early work, mostly on H. salinarum, the similarity of archaella to bacterial flagella was characterized [9, 10] . Curved, righthanded, helical filaments located at one pole rotate to form bundles that propel H. salinarum through liquid media. In archaeal methanogens, where the filaments are distributed over the cell surface (i.e. peritrichous), flexible connectors akin to the hook structures in bacterial flagella link the filaments to the membrane base [11] . In 1991, it was reported that a pulse of light causes H. salinarum to switch sense from a clockwise rotation that pushes the cell forward to a counterclockwise rotation that pulls the cell in reverse [10] (Figure 2 ). This switch is currently understood to underlie tactic motility, e.g. phototaxis [12] and chemotaxis [13] . Chemotactic receptors are methylated as an adaptive strategy [14] and the chemotaxis signal protein CheY is homologous to the bacterial CheY proteins [15] .
Structure and Assembly
The archaellum -like the flagellum -consists of a rotary filament, which, upon rotation, generates force for cell propulsion, and a basal motor complex, which generates torque for filament rotation ( Figure 2 ). Early on, fundamental differences between archaella and bacterial flagella had emerged from molecular analyses, electron microscopy and bioenergetics. The archaellin subunits of the archaellar filament are glycoproteins displaying no apparent sequence homology with bacterial flagellins and instead having amino-terminal sequence homology to proteins of bacterial pili. It is now understood that, while bacterial flagellar filament assembly by subunit addition at the distal tip is directed by protein export machinery that belongs to the family of type III secretion systems, archaellar filaments are structurally and evolutionarily related specifically to type IV bacterial pili [8] . These pili form extensions that can produce a 'twitching' motility of the bacterial cell body by attaching to a surface and growing and shrinking by the addition and loss of subunits at their base in an ATP-dependent fashion [16, 17] . Both organelles generate motile swarms -e.g. Myxococcus xanthus (pili) or Sulfolobus solfataricus (archaella) [18] -so it is plausible to think that archaella and pili assembly share common features, including the ATP-hydrolysis-dependent addition and loss of subunits at the base of the structure adjacent to the cell body, rather than at the tip, with net archaellum growth corresponding to the elongation phase of twitching pili. In support of this idea, archaellins contain signal peptides, implying transport through the general secretory (Sec) pathway [19, 20] . Transport to the tip directly up the filament, as occurs in flagella, has been ruled out by electron microscopy studies, which revealed the absence of a central channel corresponding to that seen in flagella [21] . Differences in archaeal filament diameter are due to differences in the size of the subunit outer domains, rather than axial packing [22] , all supporting the hypothesis for pili-like growth by addition of subunits at the base rather than at the tip. The pili base also drives the formation of biofilms (a behavior in which both prokaryotic and eukaryotic microbial cells transition from their free-swimming, unicellular planktonic state to form dense multicellular communities via cell-cell and/or cell-surface adhesion) by sequestration of metabolic activators of motility [23] . The diameter of archaella (10 nm) is closer to that of pili (6 nm) than that of flagella (25 nm) and archaella clearly display significant structural differences from flagellar filaments. High-resolution electron microscopic reconstructions reveal some common structural features between archaellar and flagellar filaments that underlie their tensile strength [24, 25] (Figure 4 ).
Motility and Chemotaxis
The basal motor complex that drives the stepwise rotation of the archaellar filament is built around the motor ATPase FlaI, a hexameric ATPase like the AAA class ciliary dynein motors but more closely related to the DNA repair protein RecA [26] . Sequence alignments reveal phylogenetic similarity of the Sulfolobus acidocaldarius FlaI to archaeal type II/type IV ATPases as well as to bacterial type II/type IV ATPases, including those used for the assembly and disassembly of pili [27] . The in situ architecture of the motor machinery of the euryarchaeon Pyrococcus furiosus has been determined by cryo-electron tomography [28] . FlaI associates reversibly with the membrane protein FlaJ to form a The figure shows some current ideas about the origin and evolution of bacterial, archaeal and eukaryotic cells and their associated motility organelles. All three domains of life are thought to have evolved from the 'last universal common ancestor' (LUCA) of all cellular life, a population of cells that transmitted genetic information from DNA to RNA to protein. Following the formation of the Earth z4.5 billion years ago (bya) and a period of prebiotic chemistry leading to the formation and evolution of (plausibly RNA-based) protocells, LUCA and associated prokaryotic cells arose approximately 3.5 bya and are thought to have subsequently diversified into the flagella-utilizing bacteria and archaella-based archaea as indicated. At a debated time around 1-2 bya [2] , the last common ancestor of all current eukaryotic cells (LECA) evolved from an archaeal ancestor in a process involving the formation of mitochondria from endosymbiotic bacteria (chloroplats formed later from cyanobacterial endosymbionts). LECA is thought to have contained a sophisticated cytoskeletal machinery including the apparatus required for mitosis and meiosis, cell locomotion as well as 'typical' 9+2 cilia [119] . The bifurcation of LECA produced two broad classes of organisms based on (an oversimplified picture of) ciliary characteristics, namely unikonts (such as amoeboid protists, fungi and metazoan cells which generally utilize single cilia to move through fluid media) and bikonts (such as euglenids, foraminifera, dinoflagellates, land plants and green algae like Chlamydomonas which generally use two cilia). Most animal phyla subsequently arose during the Cambrian explosion around 0.5 bya. For further information, see the excellent book by Frank Harold [2] .
complex that also contains the nucleotide-binding protein FlaH; this complex is enclosed by a cytosolic ring that is formed from the annular membrane scaffold protein FlaX in S. acidocaldarius [29] and other Crenarchaea or by FlaC and FlaD/E in Euryarchaea ( Figure 2 ). The motor complex powers the assembly of the filament as well as its rotation and appears to be entirely distinct from the flagellar rotary motor, despite significant homology between the associated chemosensory signaling machinery of archaella and flagella [30] (Figure 2 ).
The energy source for archaella rotation is FlaI-catalyzed ATP hydrolysis rather than chemiosmotic ion potentials [31] . Analyses of crystal structures of FlaI in different nucleotide-bound states have suggested a clamp mechanism that could energize rotation and protein export for assembly [27] . Archaella rotate in a stepwise manner similar to ATP synthases and the biophysical basis of their motility has recently been characterized in detail by 3D tracking of H. salinarum cells, using phase contrast and fluorescence light microscopy combined with sophisticated image analysis and computational methods [32] . These cells swim at an average rate of z3 mm/s (about 10-fold slower than Escherichia coli) driven by archaella that rotate at a frequency of about 23 Hz. The archaellar bundle alternately pushes and pulls the cell body, resulting in run and reversal modes, respectively. The archaea move about 1.5-fold faster during runs relative to reversals (Figure 2 ). Archaella rotation is estimated to require that the motor complex generates a torque of 50 pN/nm based on 3D-quantum dot tracking, while pauses at 36 and 60 degree periodicities during each full clockwise or counterclockwise rotation of tethered cells have been recorded. These pauses may correspond to unitary steps in the coordinated rotation of the polar filaments, each coupled to the hydrolysis of a single ATP molecule. This result implies that there may be six or ten ATP-dependent steps per filament rotation, indicating a mechanochemical coupling efficiency of 6-10% [32] , significantly lower than that of the linear-stepping motor protein kinesin-1 (approximately 60% efficient). The coupling of torque generation to filament rotation may require FlaF and FlaG, homologous proteins that may attach to the proteinaceous surface layer (S-layer) to allow torque to be exerted on the motor ring [29] . Alternatively, large conical structures recently discovered in the cytoplasm of Thermococcus kodakaraensis could provide the rigid support for torque generation [33] . Less is known about how CheY interacts with the archaeal basal body to switch rotation sense. Candidate proteins important for this interaction have been identified but their location and stoichiometry are not known [34] , although the hexameric protein arrays seen in electron micrographs to be associated with polar caps may be plausible candidates [28] (Figure 2) . The archaeal archaellum (diameter z10 nm) consists of a filament built from subunits of the glycoprotein archaellin and generates force for cell propulsion by an ATP-hydrolysis-dependent rotary mechanism. This motility permits critical chemotactic and phototactic behavior: for example, in the archaeon H. salinarum (inset), the right-handed helical archaella form a bundle localized at the pole of the cell and motility alternates between periods of clockwise rotation of the bundle that trails and pushes the cell forward during runs and counterclockwise rotation of the bundle that leads and pulls the cell backward during reversals [10] (compared with switches between runs and tumbles as displayed by E. coli; see Figure 3 legend). The archaellum filament undergoes base-oriented assembly involving the ATP-dependent addition of subunits that are synthesized in the cytoplasm, inserted into the cytoplasmic membrane, then translocate laterally in the plane of the membrane to their site of assembly at the base of the filament. The surface layer or S-layer self-assembles from protein subunits to form an outer envelope on many archaea. Filament rotation is driven by ATP hydrolysis catalyzed by the FlaI AAA ATPase, which is also required for filament assembly. The FlaI ATPase forms the core of the motor complex and is linked to FlaH. The surrounding cytosolic ring is assembled from FlaX in Crenarchaea and from FlaC and FlaD/E in Euryarchaea. The presumptively proteinaceous polar cap which may be unique to Euryarchaea could plausibly serve to anchor archaella motor complexes in the membrane at one cell pole, thereby preventing futile rotation. The polar cap may also serve as a platform for recruiting and anchoring chemoreceptors that control the handedness of archaella rotation, possibly the patches of associated hexameric protein arrays that are of unknown function but may play a role in signal transduction. Schematic cartoon, not to scale -for further information, see [8, 28, 33] .
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Review Flagella
Functions and Origin of Flagella
The rotary organelles of bacterial flagella also drive tactic movements, and many of their basal protein components are homologous to secretory systems that certain bacteria use to inject pathogenic effector proteins via a needle complex into host cells. Accordingly, flagella extrude filament subunits into a central filament channel in a manner reminiscent of needle complexes, where the subunits translocate to the distal tip for assembly ( Figure 3) . A recent review has detailed the sequence homology between these members of the type III protein export superfamily and the evolutionary linkage between them [35] . A primordial protein translocase may have been the common ancestor for the basal flagellar protein export apparatus and the F 0 F 1 ATP synthase [36] , and the two rotary machines have mechanistic similarities [37] . Flagellar filaments are up to an order of magnitude greater in length than the diameter of the cell body (ca. 1 mm) in the eubacteria E. coli and Salmonella typhimurium, which provide the paradigm for our current understanding of flagellar motility. The eubacteria are peritrichously flagellated, i.e. they The bacterial flagellum (diameter z25 nm) consists of a filament built from flagellin subunits that generates force for cell propulsion by a chemiosmotic rotary mechanism. For example, counterclockwise rotation of E. coli flagella leads to the formation of coherent flagella bundles that push the cell forward in persistent runs, whereas a switch to clockwise rotation causes the flagella to splay apart so that the cell undergoes erratic tumbles. This run-and-tumble motility creates a cellular random walk that can be biased, for example, by chemical gradients to facilitate chemotactic motility towards a nutrient or away from a toxin (upper left inset). The flagellum undergoes tip-oriented assembly involving the addition of subunits onto the distal tip of the flagellum, following this sequence of events; synthesis in the cytoplasm; secretion into the central channel of the flagellar filament in a manner dependent on the type III secretory complex and proton-motive force; and translocation along the channel via a form of 'facilitated diffusion'. Rotation of the flagellum is driven by a chemiosmotic mechanism involving the endergonic dissipation of an ion (usually proton) gradient. The L and P rings are only present in Gram-negative bacteria that have the extra outer membrane shown here, not in Grampositive bacteria. In addition, polar flagella are embedded in large, outer wall disk structures. The stator complexes exist in a dynamic equilibrium between bound and free states, as indicated. The FliI ATPase (and its accessory proteins FliH and FliJ) is associated with the type III export machinery, and uses ATP hydrolysis to load flagellin subunits into the membrane component of the export machinery. Schematic cartoon, not to scale -for further information, see [173, 174] .
have sites of flagellar protrusion extending over the cell surface, whereas other bacteria have polar flagellation with single or multiple filaments confined to one or both poles: flagellar tufts at both poles synchronize to drive the counter-rotation of the corkscrew-shaped Spirillum volutans (50 mm length) through liquid media. Flagellation patterns can switch in response to a change in medium viscosity (Vibrio parahemolyticus) or following a transition from swimming to swarming motility (S. typhimurium) and motility can cease in the sessile state (Caulobacter crescentus) or upon biofilm formation. A shift of bidirectional clockwise/counterclockwise rotation bias is the dominant motor response to tactic stimuli, but some species (e.g. Rhodobacter sphaeroides) alternate between start and stop rotation. In general, peritrichously flagellated bacteria run and tumble, whereas polarly flagellated bacteria push and pull.
Structure and Assembly
The core architecture of bacterial flagella consists of rigid helical filaments, the rotation of which propels the bacteria through liquid media; a remarkable membrane-embedded base (basal body), which harbors distinct machinery for protein export, torque generation and the chemotactic response; and a flexible connector (hook) between the filament and base. Flagellar components are encoded by a regulon (a cluster of operons), with expression hierarchy controlled by master genes. The assembly pathway was first mapped by electron microscopy of precursor structures in mutant strains [38] .
The general consensus is that flagella assembly involves the transport of flagellin subunits through the central channel and out to their site of addition at the distal tip, but the transport mechanism has been debated [39] . Early electron microscopy measurements first suggested single-file diffusion of flagellin molecules [40] , but alternative mechanisms have been proposed [41] . Live-cell imaging using multicolor fluorescent dyes to image growing filaments over different time windows has now provided persuasive evidence for length-dependent growth consistent with diffusion [42] , with the caveat that entry into the channel requires chaperone-guided injection at the base powered by the proton-motive force [43] . Filament length control is not needed because growth effectively ceases once filaments attain sufficient length. The atomic-level structure of the filament shows a central channel that is too narrow for the passage of folded subunits, so the subunits must be unfolded to diffuse up the channel [40] .
Flagellins form a well-conserved protein family, with the outer domain being the most variable module and yielding a broad antigenic spectrum of isoforms. Flagellin multidomain architecture allows filaments to execute polymorphic alternations between left-and right-handed waveforms triggered by rotation reversal [44, 45] . These structural transitions trigger bundle break-up during tumbling, allowing swimming bacteria to reorient in chemotactic gradients [46] . The flagellar filament also has a pentameric capping protein (FliD), and the symmetry mismatch with the eleven-start helical filament forms a cavity that functions as an 'Anfinson cage' for the insertion of a flagellin subunit [47] . Capping proteins block the leakage of flagellin subunits into the bulk solution [48] . The rod and hook subunits have similar folds, but rod subunits have a stretch of amino acids that confers rigidity, while the hook subunits have a larger domain for the construction of a stable but more flexible cylinder [49, 50] . Both structures have capping proteins that are discarded once assembly is completed. Control of hook length is maintained by the FliK protein, which acts as a ruler [51] . The switch in export specificity from the hook and rod proteins to flagellin subunits is triggered by autocleavage of FlhB, a membrane component of the basal body export apparatus [52] .
The protein export apparatus has stable membrane modules and dynamic cytoplasmic modules. The membrane modules consist of five proteins (FlhA, FliO, FliP, FliQ, and FliR), in addition to FlhB. Their stoichiometry and assembly has been estimated by radiolabelling [53] and fluorescence [54] analyses, with the latter study leading to the suggestion that the assembly of the membrane proteins is coordinated [55] . The cytoplasmic module consists of a central ATPase (FliI), which assembles as a hexamer [56] , and two accessory proteins (FliH and FliJ). X-ray structures of the latter proteins reveal their similarity to the external and internal stalks of the vacuolar ATP synthases [57] .
The peripheral membrane MS and cytoplasmic C-ring modules of the basal body, together with discrete intra-membrane particles [58] that surround the former, drive rotation and switching of rotation sense. The MS ring was the earliest precursor assembly isolated during study of basal body morphogenesis [38] . It contains the single protein FliF [59] , which forms the scaffold for the subsequent assembly of cytoplasmic rotor components. An atomic model of FliF based on homology with injectosome homologs reveals conserved ring-building motifs [60] . The S. typhimurium rotor proteins (FliG, FliM and FliN) when co-overproduced with FliF assemble the larger C-ring [61] . Subunit symmetry of the overproduced C-rings varies between 32 and 39 [62] , with the mean being in approximate agreement with FliM copy numbers, while FliN copy numbers are threefold higher than Iso-surface 3D cryo-EM reconstructions of the Pyrococcus furiosus archaellum (10 nm diameter, 4 angstrom resolution; image adapted from [28] ), flagellum (25 nm diameter, 10 angstrom resolution; image provided by Keiichi Namba and reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature Structural & Molecular Biology [175] copyright 2010) and sea urchin ciliary axoneme (250 nm diameter, 30 angstrom resolution: image provided by Daniela Nicastro and adapted from [176] ). Vertical bars relate the different length scales. Single subunits of the archaellum and flagellum are coded green. The latter accommodates a central channel. The axoneme is an intricate assembly of multiple filaments (microtubules). Color-coded structural features are doublet microtubules (grey), central pair complex (charcoal), radial spokes 1-3 (RS1, green; RS2, blue; RS3, orange), outer (lavender) and inner (pink) dynein arms and the nexin-dynein regulatory complex (yellow).
FliM [63] . The FliG amino-terminal domain co-folds with FliF, implying that these proteins have equimolar stoichiometry [64] . FliM and FliN stoichiometry variations in response to chemotactic stimuli have been documented by fluorescence microscopy [65] [66] [67] . The protein FliY, which is found in addition to or in place of FliN, has structural similarity to both the FliM and FliN domains and phosphatase activity that could inactivate CheY at the C-ring [68] . Species C-ring size variations in diverse bacteria documented by cryo-tomography have recently been reviewed [69] . Interestingly, an ATPase homologous to the membrane MinD ATPase, which is required for correct localization of the E. coli cell division site, interacts with FliM, FliN and FliY [68] to assemble the C-ring in a number of bacteria, suggesting C-ring diversity may provide clues to flagellar positioning [70] .
Motor assembly is completed by docking of stator complexes around the MS ring. Individual E. coli stator complexes consist of two MotA and four MotB copies. The proteins are expressed late during activation of the flagellar regulon, and complex formation triggers changes in MotB enabling attachment to the rigid peptidoglycan layer. In eubacteria, the attachment is dynamic and modulated by both viscous load [71, 72] and proton-motive force [73] . A cryo-tomography survey of diverse bacteria reported an increase in MS ring diameter and in the number of stator complexes in bacteria in which motors operate at higher loads [74] . Tomographic visualization of the Mot complexes in these bacteria indicates more stable attachment to the outer wall compared with the eubacterial complexes. Polar bacteria have an additional feature, a large basal disk located in the cell wall, that presumably enhances torque generation [75] . In many cases, protein complexes at 'landmark' sites on the cell membrane determine flagellar positioning and pattern (as reviewed recently in [76] ).
Motility and Chemotaxis
Bacteria use their flagella to swim through a fluid medium, alternating between persistent runs (mean speed of approximately 30 mm/s driven by counterclockwise rotation of a bundle of flagellar filaments at 100-300 Hz, generating z700 pN nm torque) and random tumbles (mediated by clockwise rotation of the filaments) to execute a 3D random walk [46] (Figure 3 , upper left inset). Chemotactic movements towards nutrients and away from toxic environments bias this random walk by modulating tumble frequency. The tethered cell assay, which measures the rotation of cells tethered to glass coverslips by a single flagellum, was important for validation of the rotation hypothesis [77] and revealed key insights (reviewed in [78] ). Tethered E. coli switched between Poisson-distributed clockwise and counterclockwise intervals. Chemoattractants increased counterclockwise rotation, and chemorepellents increased clockwise rotation. Adaptation times to tactic stimuli were proportional to the change in receptor occupancy. Monopolarly flagellated bacteria can reorient due to flicking caused by buckling of the flexible hook during switching of rotation sense. Instead of tumbling, polymorphic instability generates a spiral form that wraps around the cell body, facilitating escape from obstacles by screw-like backward motions [79] .
Two fundamental relations in motor physiology, initially studied with tethered cells, are the motor output versus energy input relation and the torque-speed relation. The membrane and chemical potential components of the proton potential are usually, but not always, equivalent over a large range [80, 81] . The electrical distance estimated from deviations outside the physiological range motivated the search for cytoplasmic basal body structures [81] later referred to as the C ring. Isotope effects have been used to diagnose rate limitations of the proton transfer chemistry [82, 83] . Bacteria energized by sodium potentials allow large chemical potentials to be imposed without physiological ill-effects [84] . The energizing proton flux in E. coli is localized within stator complexes and gated by a critical residue in MotB -Asp32. Energy coupling efficiency near stall has been estimated to be high (>0.8), but available data do not allow unequivocal determination in favor of a tight coupling mechanism, in which there is a fixed relationship between the number of protons transported and the angular displacement, versus loose coupling scenarios [85] .
Recent work on the torque-speed relation has built on early optical and magnetic tweezer measurements in tethered cells to investigate the relation at low load. Newer assays typically employ conjugated nanospheres to monitor rotation in immobilized filament-less mutants [86] . Early experiments established that the rotation speed of tethered mot mutants increased in stepwise increments near stall upon MotB expression. Equal increments indicated that each stator complex acts independently, and the final count matched the number of intramembrane particles seen by freeze-fracture electron microscopy [87] . Increased viscous load increased the number of GFPtagged Mot complexes that colocalized with flagellar basal bodies [71, 72] . Determination of steps corresponding to the rotor periodicity has been challenging due to the high rotation speed. Steps of 13.8 (i.e. 26 steps per complete rotation) have been reported at low sodium-motive force, a value compatible with the FliG ring in a chimeric Na + -driven E. coli motor [88] . In a motor with stator complexes that are processive (i.e. attached through most (>99%) of their duty cycle), rotation speed should be independent of stator number at zero load. Elegant measurements support this idea with different outcomes, possibly due to variable kinetic coupling between ion transport and the mechanical duty cycle or uncertainty about the zero-load limit [89] .
The switching mechanism has been studied in most detail for the eubacteria. . In situ crosslinking has provided evidence for a large stimulus-induced reorientation of the FliG carboxy-terminal domain [95, 96] . Other species vary in their response to CheY. In the bacilli, phosphorylation of CheY enhances counterclockwise rather than clockwise rotation. The sub-second chemotactic signal processing times have been most extensively analyzed by time-resolved photorelease of chemo-effectors allied to high-throughput computer-assisted motion analysis [97, 98] . Response times to repellents are threefold more rapid than to attractants in swimming E. coli, but the times are comparable in tethered cells. The likely explanation [98] is the asymmetry between tumbling, which is triggered by the reversal of any filament to break up the flagellar bundle, and swimming, which requires multiple filaments for bundle formation [45] . In C. crescentus, CheY-like proteins mediate cyclic di-GMP responses to immobilize the flagellar motor and promote surface attachment [99] , rather than reverse rotation sense.
Many studies in diverse bacteria have already documented the effects of metabolic and environmental inputs on motile behavior via changes in gene expression, flagellar assembly or biochemical regulation. The list should undergo major expansion as the motile lifestyles of extremophiles become accessible to study. Thus far, notable examples include acetate modification of CheY [100] and the brake action of cyclic-di-GMP-binding protein [101] in the eubacteria, mechanosensing by the flagellar motor to switch between the planktonic and sessile state via a second messenger (cyclic di-GMP) cascade [102] , and the switch from polar to lateral flagellation in bacteria with multiple flagellar systems [103, 104] .
Cilia
Functions and Origin of Cilia
Eukaryotic cilia are cellular projections that are about 10-fold larger and more complex than flagella. Cilia consist of an axoneme, comprising nine doublet microtubules made of tubulin that project from a basal body located at the cell surface with their plus ends distal, surrounded by a cytosolic matrix and a specialized ciliary membrane ( Figure 5 ). Cilia have a variety of functions: (i) cell motility e.g. Chlamydomonas motile cilia (also known as flagella), which beat using a motor-driven sliding filament mechanism to mediate cell swimming in a low Reynold's number environment [4, 105] and also utilize the intraflagellar transport (IFT) system that assembles cilia [106] to drive surface attachment and gliding motility associated with dense biofilm formation when the cell encounters confined liquid environments [107] [108] [109] ; (ii) sensory reception e.g. in Caenorhabditis elegans neuronal sensory cilia or vertebrate retinal photoreceptors, which serve as antennae that detect sensory cues (e.g. chemical gradients or photons of light) and transmit signals to the cytoplasm or nucleus to control gene expression and cell function/output [110, 111] ; (iii) signaling-dependent control of various aspects of intracellular physiology, for example during the recently discovered interplay between cilium-based signaling and the degradation/recycling of cellular components that occurs during autophagy [112] ; (iv) embryonic development, e.g. left-right patterning during vertebrate development, which depends on asymmetric fluid flow driven by the rotation of nodal cilia [113, 114] ; and (v) the intercellular transmission and reception of signals via bioactive extracellular vesicles that are secreted in an IFT-dependent fashion from the tip of the cilium [115, 116] (Figure 5 ).
While the subunits of the filaments of archaella and flagella are evolutionarily related to type IV pili and the type III secretory system, respectively, the ab-tubulin subunits that form the ciliary axoneme -and the microtubule-based cytoplasmic intracellular transport machinery from which it is derived (see below) -are thought to share a common ancestor with the prokaryotic tubulin FtsZ, which is present in both archaea and bacteria [117] . Additional diversification produced the d-tubulin, ε-tubulin and z-tubulins associated with ciliary basal bodies and subdistal appendages ( Figure 5 ) [118] . The last common ancestor of extant eukaryotic cells (LECA; Figure 1 ), which formed possibly 1 or 2 billion years ago [2] , is thought to have harbored an elaborate '9+2' motile cilium comprising nine outer doublet microtubules and a central pair (CP) of singlet microtubules with associated dynein arms and sophisticated regulatory apparatuses, including radial spoke and nexin link complexes [119] . It is argued that the formation of this structure in the pre-LECA era may have involved the deployment and modification of a cytoplasmic microtubule-based intracellular transport machinery to form singlet-microtubule-containing cell projections that were used as both sensory antennae and surface gliding organelles. Consequently, the multimeric IFT trains and BBSome that ferry axonemal and membrane cargoes into and along the cilium are proposed to share a common evolutionary ancestry with the vesicle coatamers involved in intracellular transport [120] . Moreover, the cytoplasmic dynein that drives retrograde intracellular vesicle transport is thought to have evolved first into the IFT dynein that contributes to ciliary assembly and from there into the axonemal dyneins that drive the sliding filament mechanism underlying ciliary beating [119] . The formation of motile cilia via cell surface projections that served sensory functions is consistent with the idea that motile and sensory cilia share a common ancestor with neuronal dendrites, which are also used to detect sensory inputs. While the precise evolutionary relationships are still unclear, an interesting hypothesis proposes that neuronal dendrites and axons may have evolved in concert with preexisting cilia to control the cilia-based locomotion of primitive metazoans by facilitating communication between ciliary and non-ciliary sensory inputs and the motility output of motile cilia [121] . The variation in cilia deployment seen among extant eukaryotic cells plausibly involved the subsequent diversification of the prototypic LECA cilium, for example through modifications of the beating ciliary waveform resulting from changes in the complexes regulating dynein activity, loss of IFT machinery in cilia assembled within the cytoplasm, or loss of cilia altogether, such as in yeasts [119] . Structure and Assembly High-resolution electron microscopy has been a powerful approach for investigating the ultrastructural organization of cilia. During recent years, high-resolution cryo-electron microscopy/tomography techniques have yielded striking images of axonemes and intact cilia in, for example, the motile cilia of green algae such as Chlamydomonas [122] and the sensory cilia of metazoans such as C. elegans [110] . Within the 9+2 cilium ( Figure 5 ), the outer and inner arm dynein motors and radial spokes are anchored with a 96 nm longitudinal repeat on the nine, outer doublet microtubules, which surround the central pair singlets (C1 and C2) and their associated projections (Figure 4) . A large body of structural evidence supports a dynein-driven microtubule-microtubule sliding filament/switching model for ciliary beating in which dynein motors on one side of the axoneme generate a forward bend, alternating with those on the opposite side that generate a backward recovery bend in a manner coordinated by the central pair and radial spoke complexes [105, [123] [124] [125] . In 9+0 primary or sensory cilia (which lack the central pair of microtubules), signal transduction is thought to be mediated by membrane-and matrix-associated signaling molecules [126] .
Ciliogenesis is a complex process: its basic mechanism was covered in a scholarly review several years ago [127] . A critical initial step in ciliogenesis is the formation of basal bodies -either de novo or from pre-existing (mother) centrioles located within centrosomes at mitotic spindle poles -and their subsequent migration, acquisition of accessory structures required for nucleating cilia, and docking at the cell surface [118, 128] . This is a crucial event because the docked basal body performs two key functions: it nucleates the assembly of the axoneme, including the distal-localized transition zone, a process coordinated by IFT; and it carries associated membrane vesicles to the cell surface, where they are thought to form a ciliary vesicle that fuses with the plasma membrane and contributes to the formation of the specialized ciliary membrane. Thus, each cilium arises from a basal body meaning that, while many cells contain only one or two basal bodies, other cells, like multiciliated epithelial cells and ciliated protists, contain multiple basal bodies; in Tetrahymena and Paramecium, for example, thousands of basal bodies organize cortical rows of cilia used for swimming as well as oral cilia associated with the feeding apparatus [118] . The details of basal body positioning are poorly understood, but there are indications that the core ciliogenesis motor, heterotrimeric kinesin-2 [129, 130] , could cooperate with cytoplasmic dynein-1 to coordinate basal body migration to the cell surface [131, 132] . The eukaryotic cilium (diameter z250 nm) consists of a ciliary-membrane-bounded, microtubulebased filament, the axoneme, which is built from tubulin subunits and generates force for cell propulsion by a sliding filament mechanism [105, 127] . It undergoes tip-oriented assembly involving the addition of cytoplasmic precursors, such as tubulin subunits, onto microtubule plus (+) ends at the distal tips of the axoneme following the delivery of precursors associated with macromolecular complexes called intraflagellar transport (IFT) trains to their site of incorporation by anterograde-directed, ATP-hydrolyzing kinesin-2-driven IFT, while IFT-dynein-driven retrograde IFT recycles turnover products to the cytoplasm as indicated [134] . After migrating to and docking at the cell surface, the basal body (which can form de novo or from pre-existing centrioles) plays a key role by functioning in association with IFT to nucleate the assembly of the transition zone and axoneme, and also initiating ciliary membrane formation via its associated ciliary vesicle [158] . The ciliary necklace is a ciliary membrane specialization characterized by parallel arrays of intramembrane particles that is associated with Y-shaped crosslinks of the transition zone. The transition zone selectively regulates the import of soluble ciliary proteins associated with IFT and ciliary membrane components derived from the ER/Golgi and inserted into the plasma membrane [150] , plausibly via microtubule-motor-driven vesicular transport. Interesting recent work reveals that ciliary membranes can form secretory vesicles/ ectosomes that bud off the distal tip of the cilium as indicated [115, 116] . Cell swimming by, for example, Chlamydomonas cells or animal spermatozoa (upper left inset) depends on ciliary beating, which in turn depends on the relative sliding of adjacent axonemal microtubules, driven by ATP-hydrolyzing dynein motors. The resulting microtubulemicrotubule sliding is thought to be converted to coherent ciliary beating via the action of a complex set of axonemal proteins that form the DRC/nexin link, central pair (CP) and radial spoke complexes [125] . Whereas axonemes of motile cilia have a 9+2 structure, those of sensory cilia, which serve as cellular sensory antennae, display a 9+0 structure lacking the central pair complex, dynein arms and radial spoke complexes, as indicated (see cross-sections of sensory and motile ciliary axonemes in upper right inset) [127] . For simplicity, ATP hydrolysis by the kinesin-2, dynein and vesicle transport motors are not depicted in the cartoon. ODA, three-headed outer dynein arm; IDA, two-headed inner dynein arm. Schematic cartoon, not to scale -for further information, see [4, 110, 122, 136, 160] .
centriole/basal body from the neuronal cell body to the distal tip of the dendrite where it undergoes substantial degeneration prior to recruiting transition zone and IFT proteins and directing ciliary assembly [132] .
The discovery of IFT in Chlamydomonas [106, 133] provided an important advance in our understanding of various aspects of ciliogenesis, including the elongation of the axoneme, a complex structure comprising >500 proteins, from the docked basal body [134, 135] . Our current view is that the IFT machinery comprises IFT particle subcomplexes IFT-A and IFT-B together with the associated BBSome, organized into IFT trains [106, 136, 137] . These IFT trains deliver cytoplasmic precursors, such as tubulins and axonemal dynein motors bound to IFT particle subunits IFT74/IFT81 and IFT46, respectively, to their site of assembly at the distal tip of the cilium [138] [139] [140] and subsequently retrograde IFT recycles the IFT trains and turnover products back to the cytoplasm [141] . Anterograde, or base-to-tip, transport ( Figure 5 ) is driven by heterotrimeric kinesin-2 [129, 130] , the stepping behavior of which is specifically adapted to moving along axonemal doublets [142] , whereas IFT dynein drives retrograde IFT [143] [144] [145] . Underscoring ciliary diversity, the action of heterotrimeric kinesin-2 in some systems is complemented by an accessory homodimeric kinesin-2, which has differing functions depending on the system [146] . In C. elegans, for example, the heterotrimeric kinesin-2 motor specifically imports IFT machinery and cargo from the cytoplasm through the transition zone into the cilium, with homodimeric kinesin-2 taking over to drive transport the rest of the way along the axoneme [147] ; in vertebrate primary cilia, however, the homodimeric form delivers signaling molecules to the ciliary membrane [148] or may be passively transported along the axoneme as cargo to perform unknown functions at the cilium tip [149] .
The base and the tip represent critical functional domains of the cilium. At the base, the Y-links of the transition zone and the transition fibers which respectively connect the proximal axoneme and the distal basal body to the ciliary membrane form a ciliary gate that regulates the ciliary import of the IFT machinery (i.e. IFT particles, the BBSome and IFT motors), together with associated soluble and membrane-bound cargo, thereby controlling the specialized composition of the cilium [150] . This process involves the docking of the IFT machinery at the basal body/transition fibers [151] , followed by its kinesin-2-dependent import [147] in a periodic series of 'bursts' that may be regulated by various factors, such as homologs of the nuclear-import regulators nucleoporins and importin-b2, changes in IFT motor phosphorylation, and a complex of CEP19 and the RABL2 GTPase bound to the IFT-B particle subunit [152] [153] [154] , but much remains to be learned about this complex, gated-import process [150] . Similarly, the ciliary distal tip represents a critical functional domain where IFT cargo unloading, anterograde-toretrograde IFT motor switching, axonemal microtubule dynamic instability and the exocytosis of ciliary vesicles occur: here again, the dynamics and organization of the distal tip of the cilium involves a poorly understood, complex set of molecules and control mechanisms that is currently a topic of intense research activity [149, 153, 155] . Furthermore, the balance between axonemal microtubule plus-end turnover at the ciliary tip and the IFT-driven delivery of ciliary precursors to the ciliary tip is a cornerstone of the influential mathematical 'balance-point' model that has served as a framework for the development of several quantitative models describing ciliary length control [156, 157] .
The biogenesis of the specialized ciliary membrane, which is functionally differentiated from the plasma membrane, involves the regulated delivery of specific proteins and lipids that are required to allow the cilium to function as a cellular antenna, serving as a key sensory and signal transduction platform in growth factor and Hedgehog signaling, for example [126, 158] . Ciliary membrane biogenesis is a complex process that begins with the formation of the primary vesicle by fusion of small vesicles associated with the distal end of the basal body at the cell cortex. The proximal region of the primary vesicle forms the ciliary pocket associated with the basal body transition fibers, and the distal region fuses with the plasma membrane and is then extended by the growing axoneme to protrude from the cell ( Figure 5 ; also, see Figure 2 in [158] ). Subsequent protein and lipid targeting to the ciliary membrane is thought to involve either the lipid kinase (diacyl glycerol kinase delta) triggered release of secretory pathway vesicles from endoplasmic reticulum (ER) exit sites [159] and their subsequent fusion with the ciliary pocket at the base of the cilium, followed by anterograde transport as IFT cargo, or the IFT-dynein-dependent lateral translocation of membrane molecules from the plasma membrane into the ciliary membrane, sometimes combined with shedding via extracellular vesicles at the ciliary tip [160] . In either case, IFT-BBSomemediated sorting and delivery of these molecules to their site of action during cilium-based signaling requires that they cross the diffusion barrier consisting of the ciliary pocket, ciliary necklace (a ciliary membrane specialization characterized by the presence of arrays of intramembrane particles) and the transition zone at the base of the cilium [137, 150, 161] (Figure 5 ).
Ciliary Motility and Tactic Movements
Whereas archaellar-and flagellar-associated motility depends upon filament rotation driven by force generators located at the base of the structure, cilia-driven cell swimming depends upon filament bending by force generators distributed all along the full length of the 9+2 axoneme that cause cilia to beat in a variety of waveforms in different cell types ( Figure 5 ) [3, 4] . For example, two cilia beat in a 'breaststroke' pattern to drive Chlamydomonas cell swimming; a sinusoidal beating pattern of a single cilium propels a mammalian sperm cell through fluid to fertilize an egg; and thousands of cilia on the surface of the ciliate Paramecium or the sea urchin blastula stage embryo beat like oars to drive motility. Even greater ciliary diversity exists in other contexts: trypanosomes swim using paracellular cilia that emerge from one end of the cell and are attached to the cell body along their length [162] ; nodal cilia somehow rotate in a vortical pattern to produce the normal left-right symmetry of the developing vertebrate embryo; the sensory (or primary) cilia of olfactory or photoreceptor cells containing an immotile 9+0 axoneme function as cellular antennae; and yeast cells lack cilia altogether. It is now understood that the beating of all motile cilia depends upon the sliding of adjacent microtubules within the 9+2 axoneme, driven by axonemal dynein motors, the discovery of which was reported as long ago as 1965 [163] as an ATPase activity that drives microtubules in trypsinized axonemes to slide apart: it was also shown that removal of dynein from cilia leads to an impairment of ciliary beating that can be restored by rebinding of the ATPase to the axoneme [105, 125] . While a sliding filament mechanism clearly underlies ciliary beating, a dramatic rotary motion superficially resembling that of archaella and flagella filaments can be observed in the ciliary central pair complex e.g. of the alga Micromonas pusilla [164] . While this may well represent the operation of the widely observed control mechanism for ciliary beating mediated by rotation of the central pair [125] , there is in fact good evidence that, in the case of M. pusilla, the rotation of the helical central pair of microtubules is used directly to generate thrust for cilia motility [164, 165] .
Ciliary motors differ from the rotary motors of archaella and flagella in being linear motors that step along axonemal microtubules, but the mechanics of these motors is complex and a topic of active investigation. To illustrate this complexity, consider the seven inner arm axonemal dynein isoforms of Chlamydomonas, which display differences in their biophysical properties and complicated patterns of functional cooperation [166] . For example, the single-headed dynein c is a fast processive motor that takes 8 nm steps and also generates torque as it moves along microtubule tracks at 10-15 mm/s (or generates a stall force of 1.6pN), whereas heterodimeric dynein f and singleheaded dynein e are both slow, processive motors moving at z1mm/s, with dynein f retarding the motility of dynein c and dynein e facilitating it [166] . Further complexity arises when one considers outer arm axonemal dyneins, not to mention the mechanics of the linear kinesin-2 and IFT dynein motors involved in ciliogenesis, which are also currently under intense study by a number of labs (reviewed in [134] ).
Cilia-dependent motility is controlled by various intracellular second messengers, including Ca 2+ and cyclic AMP. For example, in the response that occurs when a swimming Paramecium encounters a physical barrier, ciliary membrane depolarization dependent on Ca 2+ influx mediated by a voltage-gated channel causes a reversal of ciliary beating and backward swimming to avoid the obstacle [3, 167] . In Chlamydomonas, the reversal of swimming from the forward to the reverse direction involves a Ca
2+
-dependent contraction of the striated rootlet, re-orienting the associated basal bodies from a parallel to an anti-parallel configuration [3] . Moreover, in this photosynthetic alga, visible light also serves as a signal that controls tactic motility -not only the cell's cilia-mediated phototactic swimming behavior, but also its light-switchable cilia-mediated adhesion to solid surfaces and accompanying IFT-driven surface gliding motility that is associated with biofilm formation [168] .
The sliding filament/switching model for ciliary beating therefore requires complex regulation in which the dynein motors on opposite sides of the axoneme that drive the forward and reverse bending of the axoneme must be alternately switched on and off to produce coordinate beating of the appropriate waveform and beat frequency; in addition, this motility must be modified in an appropriate manner in response to external and internal signals, for example during the avoidance response. It is likely that this regulation is mediated by signaling molecules like kinases, phosphatases and Ca
-binding proteins associated with the central pair complex and radial spokes that somehow control dynein motors and respond to second messengers like Ca 2+ and cyclic AMP to coordinate and modulate ciliary beating [125] . For example, an important focus of attention for researchers studying the complex topic of the regulation of dynein activity in
Chlamydomonas is the two conserved signaling complexes located at the base of the radial spokes that act as regulatory hubs within each 96 nm axial repeat. The first of these signaling complexes is the conserved double-headed inner arm dynein (I1), comprising two distinct dynein heavy chains (1a and 1b) associated with radial spoke 1 (RS1), which somehow acts in concert with the coiled-coil dimeric MIA (modifier of inner arms) kinasephosphatase complex to modulate ciliary bending, possibly using its 1b subunit to actively generate force and its 1a subunit to resist force-generation by other dyneins. The second signaling complex involves two protein complexes, the calmodulin spoke-associated complex (CSC) and the nexin link-dynein regulatory complex (NDRC) associated with radial spoke 2 (RS2), which may contribute to the modulation of ciliary beating in response to changes in the intracellular Ca 2+ concentration [125] . However, much more work is needed to understand the precise mechanism by which the activity of axonemal dynein motors is controlled and modulated to create coherent tactic ciliary motility. One final point of interest related to cilia and tactic movements concerns the ciliated chemosensory neurons that control the chemotaxis of C. elegans as it moves over a surface, towards a nutrient or pheromone and away from a toxin. C. elegans chemotaxis appears to depend upon the biasing of a 2D random walk (dependent on signaling via sensory neuronal cilia), in a manner reminiscent of the biasing of a 3D random walk during the chemotaxis of swimming bacteria. In this case, cilium-based signals are propagated via a network of chemosensory neurons, interneurons and motor neurons to the body wall muscles to control the worm's movement, which involves transitions between persistent runs and erratic turning events called 'pirouettes', analogous to the runs and tumbles of chemotactic bacteria, respectively. The cilium-generated signals somehow modulate the frequency of pirouetting, to bias the animal's random walk so that it moves in a concentration gradient towards an attractant and away from a repellent [169] .
Conclusions: Common Properties of Three Diverse Structures
This article was stimulated by the surprising discovery made a decade or so ago that the rotary motility organelles of archaeal cell motility differ significantly from those of bacteria. Accordingly, it provides a -necessarily cursory -review of the research that has led to the realization that the cellular protrusions that drive cell swimming through fluid media, namely archaella, flagella and cilia, are functionally similar but have distinct properties among the three domains of life in a striking example of convergent evolution. They have distinct molecular machineries that apparently do not share a common ancestry but instead are thought to have evolved independently from different precursors: archaella from pili which mediate twitching motility or gene transfer in bacteria; flagella from a primordial translocase with further evolution into injectosome/type III secretory systems; and cilia from the intracellular transport systems that move and position macromolecules and organelles throughout the cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells. Although the three devices evolved independently, they display striking structural and functional similarities as well as differences.
The most obvious similarity between archaella, flagella and cilia is their morphology. They form long slender cellular protrusions that function in motility by generating thrust forces for motility through a low Reynold's number environment via beating or rotating. This motility allows various types of tactic movements, e.g. chemotaxis towards a source of nutrients or away from toxins or phototactic movements controlled by the sensing of photons of light. Second, sensory responses are well described by the physics of random walks biased by stimuli (although there are examples of ciliated cells undergoing directed tactic movements [170] ). The walks may be 1D, as in H. salinarum (while other archaea/bacteria with polar filaments deviate due to filament buckling), in 2D, such as the crawling of the metazoan C. elegans on a petri dish surface, or in 3D, such as the run-tumble motility of peritrichously flagellated bacteria in liquid media. Subtle walk alterations occur in swarms to favor extended runs and promote dispersal [171] . The biasing mechanism is controlled by the appropriate sensory transduction machinery, such as the intracellular phosphorelays in prokaryotes or the specialized signal-transducing membranes of the antenna-like sensory or primary cilia that protrude from most eukaryotic cells. Whereas all cilia have a specialized ciliary membrane, flagella generally do not, although there are important exceptions such as in the gamma-proteobacterium Helicobacter pylori, where the membrane sheath protects against stomach acid, or in Vibrio parahaemolyticus, where the sheath may have a role in mechanosensing. In general, membrane potentials are utilized in bacterial flagella to energize motility, but in eukaryotic cilia for calcium-based signal transduction. Electrical signaling would probably not confer any significant advantage in most prokaryotic cells due to their small size.
A final key similarity is that archaella, flagella and also some cilia all play key roles in mediating the cell-cell or cell-surface interactions that organize individual, free-living microbial cells into the dense cooperating networks known as biofilms. The evolution of the different metabolomes [172] provides a record of the different environmental habitats and its study is likely to play a major role in elucidation of the signal transduction circuits responsible for these activities.
The major difference is that the energy expenditure and motor diversity for assembling cilia is greater than that required for assembling archaella or flagella, reflecting the difference in size. In archaella, a single ATPase motor drives both rotation and assembly from the base. Distinct machinery from that used for filament assembly harnesses ion potentials to drive flagellar rotation. Assembly requires both ATP hydrolysis and ion potentials to recruit and inject the correct components for the assembly of the segmented flagellum. Diffusion is then sufficient to transport the protein subunits to the growing distal tip. Linear ATP-hydrolyzing motors energize both ciliary assembly and motility. Cilia assemble via the IFT-mediated delivery of precursors, such as tubulin subunits, over large distances to the distal tip of the axoneme where they are added onto the preexisting filament. Furthermore, the transport is bidirectional, providing additional recycling options, and can also be adapted to support gliding motility along solid surfaces over much greater distances than is accomplished by the twitching motility of bacterial pili. Finally, cilia use ATP hydrolysis by linear dynein motors to beat and generate thrust forces along the full length of the ciliary axoneme to drive cell swimming.
Although the key roles of molecular motors in archaella, flagella and cilia are now appreciated in cursory outline, much work remains to be done. At the individual motor level, we need to understand the force-velocity relations, duty ratio, processivity and step size of each motor type involved in the assembly and force generation of these organelles. At the system level, on the other hand, we must analyze how cooperation between motors as well as with other structural and regulatory components enables these organelles to self-organize, assemble and work in a coherent, coordinated fashion. Finally, we should decipher the evolutionary/adaptive basis for the conserved and divergent features of the various forms of flagella, archaella and cilia that are displayed by extant cell types. We are still far from an atomic resolution picture of the structure and dynamics of the mechanism by which these motility systems assemble and function, but novel methodologies have emerged and important snapshots have been obtained to guide future work. It is hoped that this review will stimulate cross-talk between the respective research communities to leverage these advances for the maximum benefit. 
